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ABSTRACT
We consider a solution u of the homogeneous Dirichlet problem for a class of
nonlinear elliptic equations in the form A(u) = g(x, u) + f , where the principal
term is a Leray-Lions operator deﬁned on W 1
,p
0 (Ω). The function g(x, u) satisﬁes
suitable growth assumptions, but no sign hypothesis on it is assumed. We prove
that the rearrangement of u can be estimated by the solution of a problem whose
data are radially symmetric.
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1. Introduction
Let Ω be a bounded open set of Rn. We consider solutions to Dirichlet problems
whose prototype can be written as follows:{
−Δpu = c|u|p−2u + f in Ω
u = 0 on ∂Ω,
(1)
where Δp is the p-laplacian operator (Δpu = div(|Du|p−2Du)), p > 1, and c, f are
bounded functions. It is well known that symmetrization techniques allow to estimate
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a solution u to problem (1) by means of the solution to a problem whose data are
spherically symmetric. In the case c(x) ≤ 0 the comparison has been made in two
diﬀerent ways. To be more precise, if w solves the problem:{
−Δpw = f# in Ω#,
w = 0 on ∂Ω#,
where Ω# is the ball centered at the origin, having the same measure as Ω, and f#
is the spherically symmetric decreasing rearrangement of f , then (see [19]):
u∗(s) ≤ w∗(s), s ∈ [0, |Ω|], (2)
where u∗ and w∗ are the decreasing rearrangements of u and w, respectively (see,
Section 2 for precise deﬁnitions).
On the other hand, if z solves the problem:{
−Δpz = −c#|z|p−2z + f# in Ω#,
z = 0 on ∂Ω#,
(3)
where c# is the spherically increasing rearrangement of c, then (see [11]):∫ s
0
(u∗(t))p−1dt ≤
∫ s
0
(z∗(t))p−1dt, ∀s ∈ [0, |Ω|]. (4)
In the present paper, we are interested in studying what happens when no sign
assumption is made on c. In this case we can compare a solution of (1) with the
solution of the problem:{
−Δpv = cˆ|v|p−2v + f# in Ω#,
v = 0 on ∂Ω#,
(5)
where cˆ has to be built using the rearrangements of the positive and negative parts
of c, i. e., c+(x) = max{c(x), 0} , c−(x) = max{−c(x), 0}, that is cˆ(x) = (c+)#(x)−
(c−)#(x).
The fact that no sign assumption is made on c forces us to require that c+ is suf-
ﬁciently small. More precisely, denoted by λ(Ω#) the ﬁrst eigenvalue of the following
Dirichlet problem: {
−Δpψ = λ|ψ|p−2ψ in Ω#,
ψ = 0 on ∂Ω#,
(6)
if the condition below is satisﬁed:
‖c+‖∞ < λ(Ω#), (7)
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then the decreasing rearrangement of any solution of (1) can be estimated in terms
of the decreasing rearrangement of v. So, set s0 = inf{s ∈ [0, |Ω|] : (c−)∗(s) > 0}, the
above estimate is pointwise in [0, s0], i. e., u∗(s) ≤ v∗(s),∀s ∈ [0, s0], while it is given
in terms of integrals as in (4) in the interval [s0, |Ω|] (see Theorem 4.1).
Several results of this type can be found in the literature (see, for example, [3],
[7], [8], [9], [11], [16], [18], [19], [20], [22]). In particular, the inﬂuence of the lower-
order term has been considered in [3], [8], [9], [11] and, in [3], when p = 2, no sign
assumption is made.
We remark that, being ‖c+‖∞ = ‖cˆ+‖∞, assumption (7) implies that problem (5)
admits a unique nonnegative radially decreasing symmetric solution v which mini-
mizes a suitable functional (see Theorem 3.1). The above mentioned properties of v
are essential in proving the comparison result. On the other hand, if (7) is not ver-
iﬁed, then, in general, a comparison result cannot be expected. To this aim, let us
consider the linear problem {
−Δu = c u + f in Ω,
u = 0 on ∂Ω,
(8)
with c > 0 and f > 0. If Ω is not a ball, we recall that (see [5], [14], [1]) λ(Ω#) < λ(Ω)
and then, if c = λ(Ω#), problem (8) admits a unique solution, while the symmetrized
problem (5) (with p = 2) does not.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall the deﬁnitions of rear-
rangement and some properties used in the next sections. Section 3 is devoted to the
study of the properties of the solutions of problems deﬁned in a ball in the form (5).
Among the other things, we show that (7) guarantees the existence and uniqueness of
the solution of (5), which is a radially symmetric decreasing function. Such a result,
together with an integro-diﬀerential inequality for the rearrangement of the solution
of (1) allows us, in Section 4, to prove the comparison result quoted above. As a
matter of fact, such a comparison result is stated for solutions of Dirichlet problems
in the following general form:{
−div(a(x, u,Du)) = g(x, u) + f in Ω,
u = 0 on ∂Ω,
where a(x, s, ξ) and g(x, s) satisfy suitable conditions (see Section 4).
2. Preliminaries and background information
In this section we recall the deﬁnition of decreasing rearrangement of a measurable
function; moreover, we state some integral inequalities which will be useful in the
next sections.
Let Ω be an open bounded subset of Rn and u : Ω→ R be a measurable function.
If one denotes by |E| the Lebesgue measure of a set E ⊂ Rn, one can deﬁne the
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distribution function μu of u as follows:
μu(t) = |{x ∈ Ω : |u(x)| > t}|, t ≥ 0.
The function μu is decreasing and right continuous; moreover, its generalized inverse
function is the decreasing rearrangement u∗ of u:
u∗(s) = sup{t ≥ 0 : μu(t) > s}, s ∈ [0, |Ω|].
The spherically symmetric decreasing rearrangement of u is deﬁned by:
u#(x) = u∗(ωn|x|n), x ∈ Ω#,
where Ω# is the ball centered at the origin having the same measure as Ω and ωn is
the measure of the unit ball in Rn.
In addition to the above rearrangements it is useful to consider the increasing
rearrangement of u, that is the function:
u∗(s) = u∗(|Ω| − s), s ∈ [0, |Ω|];
likewise we deﬁne by:
u#(x) = u∗(ωn|x|n), x ∈ Ω#,
the spherically symmetric increasing rearrangement of u.
For an exhaustive treatment of the properties of rearrangements we refer to [2],
[5], [13], [14], [17]. We only recall some well known results which will be useful in the
next sections.
Lemma 2.1. Let f1(s) and f2(s) be measurable, positive functions such that∫ r
0
f1(s)ds ≤
∫ r
0
f2(s)ds, ∀r ∈ [0, δ].
If g ≥ 0 is a decreasing function then:∫ r
0
f1(s)g(s)ds ≤
∫ r
0
f2(s)g(s)ds, ∀r ∈ [0, δ].
Lemma 2.2. If f and g belong to Lp(Ω), 1 ≤ p ≤ +∞, and∫ r
0
f∗(τ)dτ ≤
∫ r
0
g∗(τ)dτ, ∀r ∈ [0, |Ω|],
then:
‖f‖p ≤ ‖g‖p.
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Finally, let us conclude this section by recalling a technical lemma which will be
useful in the following (see [15]).
Lemma 2.3. If p ≥ 2, then:
|ξ2|p ≥ |ξ1|p + p|ξ1|p−2ξ1(ξ2 − ξ1) + |ξ2 − ξ1|
p
2p−1 − 1
for every ξ1, ξ2 ∈ Rn.
If 1 < p < 2, then:
|ξ2|p ≥ |ξ1|p + p|ξ1|p−2ξ1(ξ2 − ξ1) + h(p) |ξ2 − ξ1|
2
(|ξ1|+ |ξ2|)2−p ,
for every ξ1, ξ2 ∈ Rn, where h(p) is a positive constant depending on p.
3. The radial case
In this section we consider the following Dirichlet problem with radially symmetric
data: {
−Δpv = b|v|p−2v + f in B
v = 0 on ∂B,
(9)
where B is a ball centered at the origin, b(x) = b(|x|) and f(x) = f(|x|) are bounded
radially decreasing functions, with f(x) ≥ 0.
Theorem 3.1. If ‖b+‖∞ < λ(B), where λ(B) is the ﬁrst eigenvalue of problem (6)
in B, then the problem (9) admits a unique nonnegative solution v(x) such that
v(x) = v#(x). (10)
Furthermore, v minimizes the functional
E(w) =
1
p
∫
B
|Dw|pdx− 1
p
∫
B
b|w|pdx−
∫
B
fw dx, w ∈ W 1,p0 (B),
that is:
1
p
∫
B
|Dv|pdx− 1
p
∫
B
b|v|pdx−
∫
B
fv dx ≤
≤ 1
p
∫
B
|Dw|pdx− 1
p
∫
B
b|w|pdx−
∫
B
fw dx, ∀w ∈ W 1,p0 (B). (11)
Proof. We immediately observe that a simple argument based on the variational char-
acterization of λ(B),
λ(B) = inf
w∈W1,p0 (B)
w ≡0
∫
B
|Dw|pdx∫
B
|w|pdx
,
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allows us to say that the theorem is trivial when f ≡ 0 in B. So, from now on, we
will suppose that f ≡ 0.
The existence of a nonnegative solution v(x) of (9) follows from Theorem 2 of [10]
and such a solution minimizes the functional E. Moreover, it is easy to see that any
solution of (9) is positive in B. Indeed, if v solves (9), we can use as a test function
its negative part v− obtaining:∫
B
|Dv−|pdx =
∫
B
b|v−|pdx−
∫
B
fv− dx < λ(B)
∫
B
|v−|pdx−
∫
B
fv− dx
Assuming v− ≡ 0 and recalling the characterization of λ(B), we immediately obtain
a contradiction. Then v ≥ 0 and, using the maximum principle in [21], one actually
gets v > 0 in B.
In order to prove the uniqueness we will follow an argument which can be found
in [15] (see also [1], [6], [10]). Let u and v be two positive solutions of (9) such that
u ≡ v. Let us consider the following two test-functions:
ϕ1(x) =
up − vp
up−1
, ϕ2(x) =
vp − up
vp−1
.
Well known regularity results allow us to use ϕ1 in the equation satisﬁed by u and ϕ2
in the one satisﬁed by v, obtaining:∫
B
[
|Du|p−2Du
(
Du− p
( v
u
)p−1
Dv + (p− 1)
( v
u
)p
Du
)]
dx =
=
∫
B
(up − vp)
[
b +
f
up−1
]
dx, (12)
and ∫
B
[
|Dv|p−2Dv
(
Dv − p
(u
v
)p−1
Du + (p− 1)
(u
v
)p
Dv
)]
dx =
=
∫
B
(vp − up)
[
b +
f
vp−1
]
dx. (13)
It is trivial to see that the sum of the second members of (12) and (13) is less than
or equal to zero, so, adding term by term equalities (12) and (13) we obtain:∫
B
up
(|D(log u)|p − p|D(log v)|p−2D(log v)D(log u)+
+ (p− 1)|D(log v)|p) dx+
+
∫
B
vp
(|D(log v)|p − p|D(log u)|p−2D(log u)D(log v)+
+ (p− 1)|D(log u)|p) dx ≤ 0. (14)
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From (14), according to Lemma 2.3, if p ≥ 2, it follows that:∫
B
(up + vp)
|D(log u)−D(log v)|p
(2p−1 − 1) dx ≤ 0, (15)
and, if 1 < p < 2, there exists a positive constant h(p) such that:∫
B
(up + vp)h(p)
|D(log u)−D(log v)|2
(|D(log u)|+ |D(log v)|)2−p dx ≤ 0. (16)
Consequently, from (15) and (16) it follows, for p > 1, that |D(log u)−D(log v)| = 0
a. e. in B. Then, there exists a constant a > 0 such that u = av a. e. in B. Thus,
being u and v solutions of (9) and |{x ∈ B : f(x) = 0}| > 0, it follows that u = v
a. e. in B. The uniqueness is thus proved.
An immediate consequence of uniqueness is that v(x) = v(|x|). In order to prove
completely (10), let us write v(x) = v˜(ωn|x|n) and set s = ωn|x|n. Observing that
b(x) = (b+)# − (b−)#, from (9) we obtain:
−|v˜′(s)|p−2v˜′(s) = s
−(1−1/n)p
(nω1/nn )p
ψ(s), in (0, |B|), (17)
where ψ(s) =
∫ s
0
[f∗(t) + ((b+)∗(t)− (b−)∗(t))(v˜(t))p−1]dt.
To prove (10) it is enough to show that in (0, |B|) it results:
ψ(s) ≥ 0. (18)
Set s0 = inf{ s ∈ [0, |B|] : (b−)∗(s) > 0 } (s0 = |B| if b− ≡ 0), we have:
ψ(s) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
∫ s
0
[f∗(t) + (b+)∗(t)(v˜(t))p−1]dt, ∀s ∈ [0, s0]
ψ(s0) +
∫ s
s0
[f∗(t)− (b−)∗(t)(v˜(t))p−1]dt, ∀s ∈ [s0, |B|].
The condition (18) is obviously veriﬁed when s ≤ s0. So, let us suppose that there
is an s > s0 such that ψ(s) < 0. Therefore, there exists s¯ ∈]s0, |B|] such that
ψ(s¯) = mins∈[s0,|B|] ψ(s) < 0. Clearly s¯ < |B|, otherwise from (17) it follows that
v˜′(s) > 0 in some neighbourhood of |B|, in contrast with the fact that v˜(s) ≥ 0 in
[0, |B|] and v˜(|B|) = 0. Moreover, let us notice that there is an s ∈]s¯, |B|[ such that
ψ(s) > 0. Indeed, if ψ(s) ≤ 0 in [s¯, |B|], from (17) it follows that v˜(s) is increasing
in [s¯, |B|] from which, being v˜(|B|) = 0, v˜ is equal to zero in [s¯, |B|]. So, ψ(s) = 0 in
[s¯, |B|], but this is absurd.
Then, we can conclude that there exist s1, s2 ∈]s0, |B|[ such that s1 < s¯ < s2,
ψ(s2) = 0, ψ(s) < 0, ∀s ∈ [s1, s2[. In particular we have:
ψ(s¯) = min
s∈[s1,s2]
ψ(s).
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As regards v˜ we can say that v˜′(s) ≥ 0, ∀s ∈ [s1, s2], then the function
f∗(s)− (b−)∗(s)(v˜(s))p−1 is decreasing in [s1, s2] , thus ψ′(s) is decreasing in [s1, s2].
So, ψ(s) is concave in [s1, s2], then ψ(s) is constant in [s1, s2], in contrast with the
fact that ψ(s¯) < 0 and ψ(s2) = 0.
The condition (10) is thus proved.
Remark 3.2. Let us consider k ∈]0, sup v[ and set Bk = {x ∈ B : v(x) > k}. If v is a
solution of (9) then v is a solution of the following problem:
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
−Δpv = b|v|p−2v + f in Bk,
v = k on ∂Bk.
Moreover, v satisﬁes the condition below:
1
p
∫
Bk
|Dv|pdx− 1
p
∫
Bk
b|v|pdx−
∫
Bk
fv dx ≤
≤ 1
p
∫
Bk
|Dw|pdx− 1
p
∫
Bk
b|w|pdx−
∫
Bk
fw dx,
for all w ∈ W 1,p(Bk) such that w− k ∈ W 1,p0 (Bk). So, if w = w# and s = ωn|x|n, we
have:
(nω1/nn )p
p
|Bk|∫
0
s(1−1/n)p| − (v∗)′(s)|pds− 1
p
|Bk|∫
0
b˜(s)(v∗(s))pds−
|Bk|∫
0
f∗(s)v∗(s) ds ≤
≤ (nω
1/n
n )p
p
|Bk|∫
0
s(1−1/n)p| − (w∗)′(s)|pds− 1
p
|Bk|∫
0
b˜(s)(w∗)p(s)ds−
|Bk|∫
0
f∗(s)w∗(s) ds
where b(x) = b˜(ωn|x|n).
4. Main result
Let us consider the following Dirichlet problem:
{
−div(a(x, u,Du)) = g(x, u) + f in Ω
u = 0 on ∂Ω.
(19)
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We assume that a(x, s, ξ) : Ω × R × Rn → Rn and g(x, s) : Ω × R → R, are
Carathe´odory functions satisfying for some p ∈]1,+∞[ the following conditions:
|a(x, s, ξ)| ≤ α(|ξ|p−1 + |s|p−1 + k(x)), a. e. x ∈ Ω, ∀(s, ξ) ∈ R×Rn, (20)
a(x, s, ξ)ξ ≥ |ξ|p, a. e. x ∈ Ω, ∀(s, ξ) ∈ R×Rn, (21)
g(x, s)s ≤ c(x)|s|p, a. e. x ∈ Ω, ∀s ∈ R, (22)
|g(x, s)| ≤ β|s|p−1, a. e. x ∈ Ω, ∀s ∈ R, (23)
where c ∈ L∞(Ω), α > 0, β > 0 and k ≥ 0 is such that k ∈ Lp′(Ω).
The present section is devoted to the comparison result between the decreasing
rearrangement u∗ of a solution u ∈ W 1,p0 (Ω) of the problem (19) and the decreasing
rearrangement v∗ of the solution v ∈ W 1,p0 (Ω#) of the problem:{
−Δpv = cˆ|v|p−2v + f# in Ω#,
v = 0 on ∂Ω#,
(24)
where
cˆ(x) = (c+)#(x)− (c−)#(x), ∀x ∈ Ω#.
Theorem 4.1. Let u ∈ W 1,p0 (Ω) be a solution of problem (19), under the assumptions
(20)÷(23) and f ∈ L∞(Ω). If c satisﬁes (7) and v ∈ W 1,p0 (Ω#) is the solution of
problem (24), we have:
u∗(s) ≤ v∗(s), ∀s ∈ [0, s0], (25)
and ∫ s
0
(u∗(t))p−1dt ≤
∫ s
0
(v∗(t))p−1dt, ∀s ∈ [s0, |Ω|], (26)
where s0 = inf{s ∈ [0, |Ω|] : (c−)∗(s) > 0} (s0 = |Ω| if c− ≡ 0).
To prove Theorem 4.1 we need three lemmas. Before stating them we introduce
some notations.
Let c˜(s) = (c+)∗(s)− (c−)∗(s), s ∈ [0, |Ω|], and:
U(s) =
∫ s
0
c˜(t)(u∗(t))p−1dt, ∀s ∈ [0, |Ω|],
U+(s) =
∫ s
0
(c+)∗(t)(u∗(t))p−1dt, ∀s ∈ [0, s0],
U−(s) =
∫ s
0
(c−)∗(t)(u∗(t))p−1dt, ∀s ∈ [s0, |Ω|],
where s0 is deﬁned in Theorem 4.1.
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Analogously, we deﬁne V , V+, V−, related to v∗. Moreover, let us set:
F (s) =
∫ s
0
f∗(t)dt, ∀s ∈ [0, |Ω|],
and γ(s) =
s−(1−1/n)p
′
(nω1/nn )p′
, where p′ =
p
p− 1 .
Lemma 4.2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1, we have, a. e. in (0, |Ω|), that:
(−u∗(s))′ ≤ γ(s)[F (s) + U(s)]1/(p−1), (27)
(−v∗(s))′ = γ(s)[F (s) + V (s)]1/(p−1). (28)
Proof. The demonstration of this lemma is similar to the one of the Lemma 3.2 of [11].
In this case, being c(x) = (c+)(x)− (c−)(x), we just have to observe that:
∫
|u|>t
c(x)|u(x)|p−1dx ≤
∫ μu(t)
0
[(c+)∗(s)− (c−)∗(s)](u∗(s))p−1ds.
Lemma 4.3. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1, with f ≡ 0, the following in-
equality holds:
U+(s) ≤ V+(s), ∀s ∈ [0, s0]. (29)
Proof. Inequality (29) is trivial when c+ ≡ 0, so, from now on, we suppose c+ ≡ 0.
Let us distinguish two diﬀerent cases:
1) U+(s0) ≤ V+(s0),
2) U+(s0) > V+(s0).
Let us consider the case 1). If (29) is not satisﬁed, then there exists s¯ ∈]0, s0[ such
that:
U+(s¯)− V+(s¯) = max
s∈[0,s0]
(U+(s)− V+(s)) > 0.
Let us set:
s1 = inf{s ∈ [0, s¯] : U+(t) > V+(t),∀t ∈ [s, s¯]},
s2 = sup{s ∈ [s¯, s0] : U+(t) > V+(t),∀t ∈ [s¯, s]}.
Observing that U+/V + and V +/U+ are bounded in [s1, s2], we can use the following
test functions:
ϕ1(s) =
(U+(s))p
′ − (V+(s))p′
(U+(s))p
′−1 ,
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ϕ2(s) =
(U+(s))p
′ − (V+(s))p′
(V+(s))p
′−1 .
Inserting ϕ1 and ϕ2 in the relations (27) and (28), respectively, and integrating be-
tween s1 and s2, we have:∫ s2
s1
(−u∗(s))′ϕ1(s)ds ≤
∫ s2
s1
γ(s)((U+(s))p
′ − (V+(s))p′)
(
F (s)
U+(s)
+ 1
)p′−1
ds, (30)
and:∫ s2
s1
(−v∗(s))′ϕ2(s)ds =
∫ s2
s1
γ(s)((U+(s))p
′ − (V+(s))p′)
(
F (s)
V+(s)
+ 1
)p′−1
ds. (31)
Being U+(s) > V+(s) in ]s1, s2[, we have that the diﬀerence of the second members
of (30) and (31) is less than zero, so:∫ s2
s1
(−u∗(s))′ϕ1(s) ds +
∫ s2
s1
(v∗(s))′ϕ2(s) ds < 0. (32)
Integrating by parts the ﬁrst member of (32) and bearing in mind that U+(s1) −
V+(s1) = U+(s2)− V+(s2) = 0, we have:∫ s2
s1
[u∗(s)(ϕ1(s))′ − v∗(s)(ϕ2(s))′]ds < 0. (33)
Being:
(ϕ1)′ = (c+)∗(u∗)p−1 + (p′ − 1)(c+)∗(u∗)p−1
(
V+
U+
)p′
− p′(c+)∗(v∗)p−1
(
V+
U+
)p′−1
,
and:
(ϕ2)′ = −(c+)∗(v∗)p−1 − (p′ − 1)(c+)∗(v∗)p−1
(
U+
V+
)p′
+ p′(c+)∗(u∗)p−1
(
U+
V+
)p′−1
,
then, the ﬁrst member of (33) is equal to:∫ s2
s1
(c+)∗
[
(U+)p
′
(
(u∗)p
(U+)p
′ − p′
(u∗)p−1
U+
v∗
(V+)p
′−1 + (p
′ − 1) (v
∗)p
(V+)p
′
)
+
+ (V+)p
′
(
(v∗)p
(V+)p
′ − p′
(v∗)p−1
V+
u∗
(U+)p
′−1 + (p
′ − 1) (u
∗)p
(U+)p
′
)]
ds.
Then, set x = (u
∗)
p
p′
U+
and y = (v
∗)
p
p′
V+
, according to Lemma 2.3, if p′ ≥ 2 it follows that
the left hand side of (33) is greater than or equal to:∫ s2
s1
(c+)∗((U+)p
′
+ (V+)p
′
)
|y − x|p′
2p′−1 − 1 ds, (34)
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and, if 1 < p′ < 2, there exists a positive constant h(p′) such that the left hand side
of (33) is greater than or equal to:
h(p′)
∫ s2
s1
(c+)∗((U+)p
′
+ (V+)p
′
)
|y − x|2
(|x|+ |y|)2−p′ ds. (35)
Consequently, being (34) and (35) greater than or equal to zero, from (33) we have
an absurd. So, condition (29) is veriﬁed if U+(s0) ≤ V+(s0).
Now, let us consider the case 2).
If u∗(s0) ≤ v∗(s0), set:
s1 = inf{s ∈ [0, s0] : U+(t) > V+(t),∀t ∈ [s, s0]},
let us observe that U+(s1) = V+(s1); moreover, being u∗(s0) ≤ v∗(s0) and U+(s0) >
V+(s0), we have:(
− u
∗(s0)
(U+(s0))p
′−1 +
v∗(s0)
(V+(s0))p
′−1
)
((U+(s0))p
′ − (V+(s0))p′) ≥ 0.
Then, we can proceed as in case 1). Inserting ϕ1 and ϕ2 in the relations (27) and
(28), respectively, and integrating between s1 and s0, we obtain an absurd.
If u∗(s0) > v∗(s0), set:
s¯ = sup{s ∈ [s0, |Ω|] : u∗(t) > v∗(t),∀t ∈ [s0, s]},
let us distinguish the following two cases:
2a) U(s¯) ≥ V (s¯).
2b) U(s¯) < V (s¯).
In the case 2a), being:
d
ds
(U(s)− V (s)) = (c−)∗(s)(−(u∗)p−1(s) + (v∗)p−1(s)) < 0, a. e. in [s0, s¯],
we have that U(s) − V (s) is decreasing in [s0, s¯]. Thus, being U(s¯) − V (s¯) ≥ 0, it
follows:
U(s) ≥ V (s), ∀s ∈ [s0, s¯]. (36)
Now, let us consider the following function:
w(s) = max{u∗(s), v∗(s)}, ∀s ∈ [0, s¯].
Set W (s) =
∫ s
0
c˜(t)(w(t))p−1dt,∀s ∈ [0, s¯], it is easy to show that w(s) satisﬁes the
following relation:
−w′(s) ≤ γ(s)[F (s) + W (s)] 1p−1 , ∀s ∈ [0, s¯]. (37)
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We also observe that a simple calculation gives:
W (s) ≥ U(s), ∀s ∈ [s0, s¯]. (38)
Moreover, because u∗(s0) > v∗(s0), we have v∗ ≡ w. Then, bearing in mind Re-
mark 3.2, as v is the unique solution of the radial problem (24), we have:
1
p
s¯∫
0
(nω1/nn )
ps(1−1/n)p| − (v∗(s))′|pds− 1
p
s¯∫
0
c˜(s)(v∗(s))pds−
s¯∫
0
f∗(s)v∗(s)ds <
<
1
p
s¯∫
0
(nω1/nn )
ps(1−1/n)p| − w′(s)|pds− 1
p
s¯∫
0
c˜(s)wp(s)ds−
s¯∫
0
f∗(s)w(s)ds. (39)
On the other hand, from (28) and (37), respectively, it follows:
| − (v∗(s))′|p = −(v∗(s))′(nω1/nn )−ps(1−1/n)(−p)[F (s) + V (s)], (40)
| − (w(s))′|p ≤ −(w(s))′(nω1/nn )−ps(1−1/n)(−p)[F (s) + W (s)]. (41)
Substituting (40) and (41) in (39) and integrating by parts between 0 and s¯, from
(36) and (38) we obtain:∫ s¯
0
v∗(s)f∗(s)ds >
∫ s¯
0
w(s)f∗(s)ds,
but this is absurd because v∗(s) ≤ w(s) in [0, s¯].
Finally, let us examine the case 2b). Being u∗(s) > v∗(s) in [s0, s¯[, we have:
d
ds
(U(s)− V (s)) < 0, a. e. in [s0, s¯[,
then, U(s)− V (s) is decreasing in [s0, s¯]. So, there is s˜ ∈]s0, s¯[ such that:
U(s˜) = V (s˜) and U(s) < V (s), ∀s ∈]s˜, s¯]. (42)
As s˜ ∈]s0, s¯[ thence:
u∗(s˜) > v∗(s˜). (43)
On the other hand, integrating (27) and (28) between s˜ and s¯ and using (42) we
have:
u∗(s˜)− u∗(s¯) < v∗(s˜)− v∗(s¯),
in contrast with (43) because u∗(s¯) = v∗(s¯). The case 2b) is absurd, too.
Lemma 4.4. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1, with f ≡ 0, the following in-
equality holds:
U−(s) ≤ V−(s), ∀s ∈ [s0, |Ω|]. (44)
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Proof. Let us suppose that (44) is not satisﬁed. Let us set Z(s) = U−(s) − V−(s),
∀s ∈ [s0, |Ω|]. Let us observe that Z(s0) = 0, Z ′(|Ω|) = 0 and, moreover, there exists
an s¯ ∈]s0, |Ω|] such that Z(s¯) = maxs∈[s0,|Ω|] Z(s) > 0.
If s¯ = |Ω|, let us consider:
s1 = inf{s ∈ [s0, |Ω|] : Z(t) > 0,∀t ∈ [s, |Ω|]}.
Obviously, we have Z(s1) = 0 and Z(s) > 0, ∀s ∈]s1, |Ω|]. Then, considering
s ∈]s1, |Ω|] and integrating the relations (27) and (28) between s and |Ω|, by Lem-
ma 4.3 we obtain:
u∗(s) ≤
∫ |Ω|
s
[γ(t)(F (t) + U(t))
1
p−1 ]dt =
∫ |Ω|
s
[γ(t)(F (t) + U+(s0)− U−(t)) 1p−1 ]dt ≤
≤
∫ |Ω|
s
[γ(t)(F (t) + V+(s0)− V−(t)) 1p−1 ]dt =
∫ |Ω|
s
(−v∗(t))′dt = v∗(s). (45)
So, because s is a generic element of ]s1, |Ω|], we have:
U−(s) ≤ V−(s), ∀s ∈]s1, |Ω|],
but this is absurd because Z(s) > 0, ∀s ∈]s1, |Ω|].
Now, let us consider the case in which s¯ ∈]s0, |Ω|[. This time we can consider
s1, s2 ∈ [s0, |Ω|] such that s1 < s¯ ≤ s2 and Z(s1) = 0, Z ′(s2) ≤ 0, Z(s) > 0,
∀s ∈]s1, s2]. So, U−(s1) = V−(s1) and, moreover:
U−(s) > V−(s), ∀s ∈]s1, s2]. (46)
Then, integrating (27) and (28) between s and s2 and, arguing as above, we have:
u∗(s)− u∗(s2) < v∗(s)− v∗(s2), ∀s ∈]s1, s2].
Thus, being Z ′(s2) ≤ 0, it follows u∗(s) ≤ v∗(s) ,∀s ∈]s1, s2], and this implies:
U−(s) ≤ V−(s), ∀s ∈]s1, s2],
in contrast with (46).
Proof of Theorem 4.1. If f ≡ 0 we are in a trivial case. Indeed, it is easy to prove
that:
u∗(s) = v∗(s) = 0, s ∈ [0, |Ω|].
As regards v, we can use v+ and v− in (24) and argue as in Theorem 3.1. As regards
u, we can similarly use u+ in (19), obtaining:∫
Ω
a(x, u,Du)Du+ dx =
∫
Ω
g(x, u)u+ dx.
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Assumptions (21), (22), (7) give us:∫
Ω
|Du+|p dx < λ(Ω#)
∫
Ω
|u+|p dx. (47)
On the other hand, it is well known that Faber-Krahn inequality for the ﬁrst eigenvalue
states (see [1]) that λ(Ω#) ≤ λ(Ω). Thus (47) implies u+ = 0. A similar argument
gives u− = 0.
From now on we suppose f ≡ 0 and use lemmas 4.2, 4.3, 4.4. Let us observe that,
from (44) and Lemma 2.1 we have:∫ s
s0
(u∗(t))p−1dt ≤
∫ s
s0
(v∗(t))p−1dt, ∀s ∈ [s0, |Ω|]. (48)
So, from Lemma 2.2 we obtain:
u∗(s0) ≤ v∗(s0). (49)
On the other hand, from (27), (28) and (29), we have:
u∗(s)− u∗(s0) ≤ v∗(s)− v∗(s0), ∀s ∈ [0, s0].
Then, from (49) we obtain (25).
Finally, the condition (26) easily follows from (25) and (48).
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